celeb-worthy SWAG
All the loot we’re totally obsessing over right now!

WET-DRY
WONDER

MYTHIC PAGE-TURNER
She’s just a small-town girl performin’ in a
fairy world! Tune In Tomorrow by Randee
Dawn tells the story of Starr Weatherby, a
struggling actress who accepts a role on an
alternate reality TV
show aired for the
entertainment of the
Fae. There’s more
than meets the eye
with the human
drama, though.
Funny, thrilling and
mysterious, this
new paperback
releases on
Aug. 23 and retails
for $16.99. barnes
andnoble.com

SIP, SIP, HOORAY!
Summer entertaining is easy when you
mix up a pitcher of Bartenura Moscato
Sangria. Simply mix a bottle of chilled
Bartenura, 1 cup of citrus vodka and 2
cups of assorted fruit cut into small pieces
in a pitcher, then serve! For more delicious
drink ideas, follow @BartenuraBlue
everywhere or visit bartenura.com

HAIR APPARENT
Ready, set, accessorize! Whether
lounging poolside, grabbing cocktails
or merely heading to bed, Bella
Descanso’s $14.95 scrunchie and
$54.95 turban headband add an ohso-stylish touch. Each sleep-to-street
design is crafted from premium satin
and comes in a variety of unique
chic prints. belladescanso.com.au

MIRACLE IN A JAR
A smoother, more supple complexion?
Yes, please! KOPARI Moisture
Whipped Ceramide Cream helps
prevent sagging and the loss of elasticity
by restoring and strengthening the
skin’s barrier. Aside from its namesake
lipids, super ingredients include
hyaluronic acid and vegan desert milk.
Cost: $42. koparibeauty.com
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Found: The
perfect gym
buddy! Not
only does
MISSION’s
Dual-Action
Fitness Towel
provide a
refreshing burst of
cool that lasts up
to 6 hours when activated by water, but it
also boasts an ultra-soft, absorbent terry
side to wipe away sweat! Antimicrobial,
chemical-free cooling and machine
washable, the high-performance $24.99
piece is now available at Dick’s Sporting
Goods and Academy Sports.

There is something for every
tastemaker at London’s the
Twenty Two. Located in a
storied Edwardian manor
that features opulent,
maximalist interiors, the
westside hideaway offers
31 bedrooms and suites to
stay in, a round-the-clock
restaurant — which dishes
out modern British fare with
European influences — plus
a private members’ club.
Among the celebrities to
recently stop by on a date
night? Kylie Jenner and
Travis Scott! the22.london
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